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I. DEVELOPMENT TRENDS, STRATEGIES AND PRIORITIES

A. Current economic trends

I. The economy of Saudi Arabia has entered a period of consolidation after several
years of rapid growth.

2. This is due partly to a decline in oil revenues and the consequent need to trim
new capital investments and current expenditures. The economic activity of the
Kingdom is fueled largely by Government finance. The majority of large-scale
projects in the fields of infrastructure, agriculture and industry have been financed
by the Government, while private sector activity in industry and agriculture has also
been receiving~support in the form of concessional financing and subsidies. Since
oil is the Government’s main source of revenue, the drop in oil prices has resulted
in a gradual tightening of Government spending, beginning in 1984/1985. In addition
to the decline in the performance of the oil sector, there has consequently been a
decline in the previously booming construction sector, as new infrastructural
projects were deferred, as well as in the Government part of the other non-oil
sectors.

3. Activity in the private sector, however, which has increasingly been assuming
the most dynamic role within the Saudi economy, has notably continued on a path of
steady expansion, thanks especially to the stimulus of certain Government measures,
including concessional finance. Sectors such as ~gricu!ture, non-oil manufacturing,
private services and utilities have registered generally steady, and, in some
instances, rapid growth.

4. The overall trend is reflected in the growth rates. During the first three
years of the Third National Development Plan (1980/1981-1984/1985), the average
growth rate for the non-oil sector was in the range of 8.5 per cent, as compared with
a target of 6.2 per cent. The tightening of expenditures led to a decline in the
annual growth rate in the last two years, which, in turn, lowered the estimated
average annual growth rate during the entire planning period to 5.1 per cent. But
this lower rate, although below the original plan target, was still reasonably good
under prevailing world economic conditions. The economy today is, therefore, in a
position of strength and is moving forward steadily, underscoring the fact that,
while the oil Rector is still dominant, a healthy diversification has begun.

5. The beginning of the consolidation phase also reflects the need for obtaining
optimum benefits from the enormous capital investments already made and the array of
modern technologies a!ready introduced. A variety of factors are relevant in this
context. Among them are:

(a) Policies: The Government’s policies have, of necessity, recognized the
reduction in resources available, the need to diversify the economy further so as to
broaden its base and generate more employment, and the social as well as economic
implications of generous incentives given to the private sector and the subsidies
offered to consumers;
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(b) Insti%utiona~ sSruc$~Fes: During the period of rapid growth of the economy,
a number of organizations and institutions were quickly established.
Hany of these need to be reoriented and/or strengthened so as to be able to discharge
their functions and responsibilities effectively, especially where the latter have
increased in scope. New institutions must also be developed to undertake work in new
but essential fields. The shortage of qualified Saudis to staff these institutions
must be met, both through increasing output and modifying the educational/training
performance;

(c) Efficiency measures: There is considerable room for increasing the
efficiency of operations of ongoing economic activities. Heans to enhance efficiency
are being introduced, including efforts to improve the maintenance of plant and
equipment. There is also the acknowledged necessity to pay greater attention to the
economic viability and cost efficiency of new projects.

6. The Fourth-Five Year Development Plan (1985/1986-1989/1990) envisages a total
Government outlay of 1,000 billion Saudi Riyals, of which 500 billion will be
allocated to development projects. Sectoral allocation targets are: human resources
development - 27.1 per cent; economic resources development - 26.1 per cent; social
development and health - 17.9 per cent; transport and communication - 15.4 per cent;
municipal and housing - 13.5 per cent. The Plan lists a total of 3,226 projects, of
which 1,782 are ongoing and 1,444 are new.

B. National de ve!pDment stra~ey~ies

7. The socio-economic development objectives of the Fourth Five-Year Development
Plan reflect the changed and changing economic perspective. The main objectives, set
within the framework of Islamic values, are:

(a) To reduce dependence on the production and export of crude oil as the main
source of national income;

(b) To continue with real structural changes in the economy through further
economic diversification and due emphasis on industry and agriculture;

(c) To complete the infrastructural projects necessary to achieve overall
development;

(d) To develop human resources further so as to ensure a constant supply 
manpower and to upgrade and improve efficiency;

(e) To improve the economic performance of utilities and facilities already
established during the previous plan periods; and

(f) To achieve economic and social integration among the countries belonging 
the Arab Gulf Co-operation Council (AGCC).

8. Eight strategic principles, which offer details of the approaches to be
followed, will guide the achievement of these objectives. In summary, those relevant
to socio-economic development are:

.t.
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(a) To improve the standands of the services and products provided by the
Government either directly (education and security) or indirectly (utilities 
transport);

(b) To maximize participation of the private sector in the socio-economic
activities of the Kingdom;

(c) To rationalize the system of direct and indirect subsidies;

(d) To allocate Government investment expenditures according to sound economic
principles;

(e) To continue the development of Saudi human resources;

(f) To provide social welfare and health care on a large scale;

(g) To establish discipline in fiscal policy to keep expenditures in line with
revenues.

C. TechnicAi_ggzgperation uriorities

9. The requirements of technical co-operation during the Fourth Plan period were
identified in light of the development progress made during the earlier plans and the
newly entered consolidation phase. The socio-economic development objectives and the
strategic principles enunciated in the Plan provided the broad framework. An
assessment of the experience of the third country prograzme, carried out in 1985 in
collaboration with UNDP, served a useful purpose in identifying areas of progress as
well as those in need of priority attention in the future. Sectoral studies
undert~<en subsequently by various United Nations agencies served to pinpoint
specific development objectives to be pursued and activities to be undertaken in the
present stage of evolution of the Saudi economy.

10. The overall exercise confirmed, if confirmation was needed, that despite its
wealth and the impressive growth of its economy over the past decade or more, Saudi
Arabia is still very much a developing country in the sense that the term is co~only
understood.

11. With particular reference to institutional structures, management and
ad~finistrative procedures and practices, national (as against expatriate) human
resources, educational, training and health care processes and facilities,
scientific, technological, economic and social research, and the efficiency of
economic and social activities, the development process of the Kingdom is still in
its first stages. The achievements recorded so far mainly serve to highlight what
still remains to be accompl~shed.

12. In light of its huge and varied need for technical co-operation, the Government
has sought to obtain expertise from different sources and has taken recourse to
different modalities. It has received, and continues to receive, technical
co-operation under official bilateral arrangements, from commercial sources and from
multilateral organizations. In this context, UNDP in particular and the United
Nations system in general constitute a source of highly significant - and often
unique - co-operation.
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13. The fourth country progra~ie for Saudi Arabffa has been prepared against the
above-raentioned assessment of the technical co-operation needs of the various
econo~ic and social sectors, as summarized below.

14. The i~tprovement of general, economic and social planning continues to enjoy high
priority. Pursuant to the adoption of the Fourth Five-Year Development Plan, more
e~Iphasis will be placed on the monitoring of i~pleDentation both at the sectoral and
project levels, l[oreover, corre!at~on between the Plan and the annual budget will be
ensured, since the Plan can be i~plezlented only if the required financial
appropriations are allocated. A proper monitoring system will ensure flexibility in
the planning process and will rectify imbalances. Concentration will also be placed
on the qualitative aspects and on the efficiency of individual project perfornance,
which will be the joint responsibility of both the ~inistry of Planning and the
relevant technical departments of the Government.

15. A major objective of the Plan is to continue a policy of balanced regional
development to ensure complete co-ordination amon5i Government agencies ~rkfnc in a
specific region or Emirate. Another i~portant objective is to alleviate the
difference between rural and urban areas, the achievenent of which is planned through
expansion of village clusters that co-ordinate services in these areas.

16. Budget control and cost effectiveness are also areas needing urgent attention.
In the past, the general approach of the Saudi Government to the development of
practically all sectors was to procure the best hardware, software and expertise
without giving suffic’~ent ir,~portance to cost. [4.owever, the strict ~_scal policy now
aires at keeping Government expenditure in line with total revenue. The Uorld Bank
has already helped to develop a project ~_onitor~ng system and a o~.bu~eu~nt
manager~ent system in the Ministry of F~nance and :~ational Econo~ly, but more rer~ains
to be done.

17. The need to co-ordinate consultants’ ~or!¢ is hizh3y desirable. DurJn~ the
transformation of the 1970s, voluminous studies on every facet of socio-econor~ic
development were carried out by private consultants, thus increasin3 the appraisal
effort required by the Govern:~ent. Thou~h a crowing capacity no’~,? exists in
Government agencies to review consultants’ work, there~.~- stil], a need for h.i~3hly
technical staff to ensure a thorough exardination of their ,^,ork.

18. Agriculture realized tremendous expansion durinE the Third Five-Year Deveiop~ent
Plan, with an increase in the incoz~e of rural areas. C-overn~:~ent pay:lent of subsidies

’for wheat and other items at lucrative rates gave rise to pressure on the budget, in
addition to the fact that the expansion of agricultural product_ion resulted in a
decline in the water table. The Governr~lent no~ ai.~:~s to achieve a ~ore realistic rate
of growth in agricultural production at a m.ini~um cost.
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19. Lack of water constitutes the major’ development constraint in agriculture. The
main policy guidelines are: (a) the iuprovement of water management systems,
including implementation of national and regional water plans; (b) the development 
water resources, with e~phasis on surface water; (c) the use of technology for the
reclamation of waste water; and (d) the establishment of a water data bank.
Operation and r~aintenance prograr~es will ensure sufficient supply and distribution
of water with minimum wastage.

20. The agricultural technical co-operation programme is ~ainly covered under
Funds-in-Trust (FIT) arrangements. A recent review undertaken for the Government 
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) identified the
following areas for technical co-operation: agricultural economics; comprehensive
and co-ordinated monitoring of soil and water characteristics under extensive
irrigation; soil conservation; the promotion of citrus-growing; animal production and
health services; vaccine production; forestry and range development; the development
of national parks; and organization of the management of agricultural development.
Other high priority areas include fisheries; marketing of products; grain storage;
improveE:ent in the agricultural data base; and the training of skilled manpower.

I nd_u.~_t r_z

21. In the industrial sector, the basic industries, including the hydrocarbon and
heavy industries, are established by the Saudi Arabian Bssic Industries Corporation
(SABIC), while the manufacturing industries are chiefly owned by the private sector.
The Fourth Five-Year Development Plan emphasizes the role of the industrial sector as
a means to broaden the productive base and, for this reason, an annual growth rate of
15.5 per cent in industrial output is contemplated. So~e issues highlighted in the
Plan include: the existence of idle capacity; investment decisions being based on
short-term market indicators; low productivity; and problems of industrial location.
Therefore, the following areas have been identified for particular attention: the
quality of feasibility studies; management services; ~arket information systems;
technical training; maintenance services; and industrial surveys and studies on
investment opportunities.

22. Within the framework of the Fourth Five-Year DevelopE~ent Plan, a sectoral study
carried out by ’the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)
identified new areas for technical co-operation, covering technological and
international market trends, with particular reference to downstream petrochemical
industries of plastics, synthetic fibres and rubber. In the plastics industry, a
sample study has been started and some trends identified. Areas needing technical
co-operation include: market opportunity; productivity and export promotion policy;
glass re-inforced plastics (GRP) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) technologies; 
mould-design and mould-making. Construction material also rates high in priority,
and in this connection, the cement and ceramic industries, mainly in the domain of
the private sector, will reap considerable benefit from United ~[ations technical
co-operation.
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N~$ural resources

23. In the field of energy, Government policy aims at the conservation and
management of the Kingdom’s hydrocarbon resources to achieve maximum far-reaching
benefits; the development of solar energy as one of the alternative energy sources;
and the establishment of the required conditions for efficient utilization of nuclear
energy for peaceful purposes. The United Nations system can assist in assessingthe
cost effectiveness of various energy sources and in preparing a master plan.

24. In the mineral sector, the development strategy is to encourage the discovery

and utilization of deposits and introduce a transformation from geological research
to mineral exploration with detailed evaluation of proven reserves. Extensive
activities on the pre-Cambrian portion of the Arabian shield have been undertaken.
Also, with the assistance of UNDP as part of King Abdul Aziz University, a post-
graduatecentre for applied geology has been established.

25. The Kingdom is seeking to expand its exports of non-oil products. In this
context, a mission carried out by the International Trade Centre (ITC) has helped
identify activities needed to develop an export promotion programme and to enlist the
active participation of the private see,or.

Infrastructure

26. The infrastructure sector mainly includestransport and communications, roads,
municipalitiesand housing. Most infrastructure projects have been completed, and
the new Five-Year Development Plan foresees a lower rate of growth for this sector.

27. Technical co-operation projects in the infrastructure sector constituted the
bulk of the UNDP third country programme, but this trend will change in the fourth
oycle, due to the expansion of the human resources and production sectors.
Simultaneously, emphasis will be placed on operation and maintenance. Apart from the
areas already covered by the UNDP technical co-operation programme in
telecommunications, civil aviation and road transport, the Fourth Five-Year
Development Plan highlights the field of postal training in which the Government has
a comprehensiveprogramme to train large numbers of its staff, both locally and
abroad. As regards maritime services, the Government programme calls for training in
major fields such as port management, maritime safety, and marine pollution, which
can be implemented in co-operation with the United Nations system.

28. An area needing attention, and one highlighted by the World Bank, isengineering
and construction management. The unprecedented boom in construction has paved the
way for an influx of engineering/contracting firms from all over the world. During
this period, the main objective was the completion of construction projects with
little attention to cost or procedures. With the slow-down in target growth during
the 1980s, the thrust in construction activities now emphasizes management
efficiency.

...
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~n_~e _and t ec__h_n~lo~~

29. The Fourth Five-Year Development Plan has pinpointed the need for planned
application of technology on a cost-effective basis; the proper selection of
technology prior to its introduction; a long-term technology master plan enhancing
productivity; and direct research for the particular problems of the K~ngdo~. Among
the main topics selected for research are: water requirements for crops under
different cli~latic conditions; protected agriculture; corrosion in water desalination
stations; the use of remote sensing in oceanography; sand dune movements and water

resources; food quality control; problems of petrochemical industries; the
rationalization of energy; and the planning of computer applications.

H__u2Aghresources

30. Current structural changes in the economy will have far-reaching implications on
manpower and social development. They will have to be rlatched by social and labour
policies which support and promote the changes foreseen in the Plan and which also
promote the welfare of the people and social justice. The range of these policies is
wide and multi-dimensional. The Government realizes the need for enhancing the
technical and administrative capacity in developing, implementing, monitoring and
evaluating these policies. Against this background, the following areas of technical
co-operation have been identified with the help of an International Labour
Organisation (iLO) sectoral study mission.

31. In the area of manpower development, technical co-operation is needed for the
development of labour administration, labour markets, productivity programrles, job
classification and descriptions, occupational safety and health and social security.
Vocational training, partially covered under various technical co-operation
progra~es, must begin to encompass such areas as hotel management and port labour.
Strengthening is required for management training, a key factor in promoting both the
private and public sectors as we!l as improving the productivity of enterprises.
Thus, the need to establish a national training strategy for the co-ordination of all
training activities in the Kingdom cannot be underestimated.

32. The Kingdom could benefit most from utilizing the recognized institutes such as
the International Institute for Labour Studies in Geneva and the International Centre
for Advanced Technical and Vocational Training in Turin for the training of
Government staff. However, for purposes of efficiency and cost effectiveness,
emphasis will be placed on providing training, whenever possible, within the Kingdom,
thus ensuring the training of larger numbers geared to meet local conditions.

33. Education is the basis for manpower development and there was a remarkable
increase in the number of students enrolled at all levels during the first three
five-year development plans. Presently, greater i~portance is being given to the
quality of education as ~rell as to the improvement of its internal efficiency. To
date, the United Nations system has contributed to the establishment of educational
research and information services. Moreover, as areas needing further attention, the
United Hations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (U~ESCO) has helped
to identify educational planning, curricula development, teacher training and
vocational secondary education. In higher education, it is essential that

re. ¯
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universities and higher technical institutes meet the increasing demand for highly
qualified manpower. In line with the Fourth Five-Year Development Plan, a
comprehensive programme for higher education will be set up to ensure that the
educational syste~ will meet the national requirements in terms of numbers and
specializations.

34. The objectives of social development, as outlined in the Fourth Development
Plan, include, inter alia, completion of the social developn~ent centres network;
support of progran~es for the handicapped; strengthening co-operative services;
pro~1otion of youth and child welfare; training of’ local leaders and social ~7orkers;
and promotion of planning and research, including the establishment of a data bank
for social information. Technical co-operation activities in this sector have been
quite effective and there is a scope for expansion either through new projects or
through the introduction of new activities under existing projects. Among areas
identified is the development of handicrafts, an ancient traditional industry in
Saudi Arabia, and one which can prove to be an important revenue-earning source,
particularly inrural areas.

35. The ~7orld Health Organization (WHO) is currently executing a number of health
projects in the Kingdom under the regular prograt~e and FiT arrangements, and through
its latest country health review, has helped identify areas needing technical
co-operation: health statistics; health manpo~er; the investi~at±on of epidemic
diseases; health administration; and the integration of main and vertical progra~es
into primary health care.

D. Aid co-or.d£rLat__~o_o_n arran~em@nts

36. The close relationship between the Technical Co-operation Administration (the
Government body responsible for co-operation with the United ~ations system) and U~DP
has been a positive factor, contributing to the enhancement of the mutual
co-ordinating roles. The ~1orld Bank and the joint Saudi Arab!a/United States
activities are co-ordinated by the Ministry of Finance and r~ationai Economy. Other
bilateral technical co-operation is negotiated between the relevant technical
Hinistry and the country concerned. The fact that technical co-operation prograe~les
are mostly financed by the Kingdom enables the Government to co-ordinate such
activities effectively.

37. The Government of Saudi Arabia relies on the Office of the U~DP Resident
Representative/~esident Co-ordinator to co-ordinate the United !~ations syste~
operational activities for development in the Kingdor; and to backstop technical
co-operation projects undert~cen by the different United ~ations asencies.

Ii. THE COUNTRY PROGRAH~E

A. A ssess~n_ t of curr~nt count cr~_~r_o-~m~e

38. The optimism shown during the preparation of the third country pro~:ra~me
regarding the expansion of ~$DP activities in the Kingdo~ of Saudi Arabia can be
attributed to the high liquidity position of the Government and the growth of the
non-oil sector. During the latter years of the third cycle, the sharp drop in
Government revenues led to non-attainment of the level of technical co-operation
contemplated in the country programme, inasmuch as the ~ajority of these activities
were financed on a cost-sharing basis.
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39. Overall, the performance of the programme was quite impressive. Many
institutions were established which made a valuable contribution to the formulation
of the organizational structure, the setting up of procedures and regulations, and
the training of national technical and managerial staff. Under the programme, ~he
United Nations system provided advisory services to various Government departments
for the enhancement of thei~ capacity to carry out technical work and review
activities of oonsultanoy firms. The introduction of the latest technology, in
infrastructure projects especially, necessitated that the quality of assistance meet
the Oovervment,s expectations. Consequently, the type of expertise provided was a
crucial requirement for the success of UNDP-assisted projects. In many cases, United
Nations technical co-operation activities were highly appreciated by the respective
Government departments; in other cases, the shortage of high-level expertise in
relevant fields in the world market and the prevailing United Nations conditions of
service hindered recruitment and thus proved a major handicap.

40. The programme helped establish many institutions and develop their programmes,
staff, facilities and organizational structure. In these endeavours, shortage of
counterparts was an important problem encountered, as it was in the earlier country
programmes. This was a consequence of the heavy demand for qualified national
personnel by both the private and public sectors. Projects have, therefore, been
running beyond the time normally required to produce appropriate counterparts to take
over responsibility for the institutions and functions established.

41. The slow rate of implementation of fellowship training abroad (due mainly to the
shortage of candidates, the internal procedures and the unattractive United Nations
fellowship stipend rates~the Government’srates) was a fUrther drawback.
However, during the fourth country programme period, Saudi universities will turn out
more graduates who will be able to act as counterparts after having undergone
appropriate training. "

42. Experience gained~uring the third country programme emphasizes, once again,
that the question ofpro~ect design, to which many problems may be attributed,

requires careful consideration. For example, the design of some projects became
outdated due to the hiatus~between project preparation and implementation. In other
cases, sizeable projects did not take into account the administrative and financial
capacities of the United Nations executing agency and the Government implementing
agency, resulting in a slow rate of implementation. The lesson was that a project
must not be so large as to become difficult to manage yet must provide the critical
mass ofquality inputs to achieve its objectives.

4S. In the fourth country programme, special consideration will be given to the
careful preparation and quality of project documents to ensure the achievement of the
desired impact in each sector. To this end, objectives, outputs and activities
geared towards the actual requirements of the project will be stated in explicit and
verifiable terms. Multi-phase ongoing projects will be redesigned to include new
time-bound objectives stressing the build-up of national technical and managerial
staff during the life of the projects. For all projects, detailed work plans
reflecting the specific needs of the counterpart agencies will be drawn up.
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B. Ne~.LPro~rar~ne Drouosal

44. The preparation of the fourth country prograrmle coincided with the announcement
of the Government’s Fourth Five-Year Development Plan. The main theme of the
progra~rae was derived from the Plan’s macro-development objectives. The four main
targets identified in the country programme are: (a) orientation towards high
priority production areas; (b) the enhancement of the planning and management
capacity of Government institutions; (c) Saudization and human resources development;
and (d) the enhancement of scientific research capabilities. These objectives have
been formulated on a cross-sectoral basis and will have an overall impact on the
Kingdom’s absorptive capacity.

45. The Indicative Planning Figure (IPF) for the fourth country prograr~e has been
set at ~4.4 ~Zllion and the bulk of financing will co~e from the Government as
cost-sharing contributions. Total provisional cost-sharing contributions for
projects already identified are estimated at $37.4 million. It is worth noting that
cor~litments which have already been made in the form of approved budgets for
continuing projects into the fourth cycle are expected to represent a relatively
s~mll portion of the total prograr~e. ~ew activities have been included in this
document for planning purposes only; final financial appropriations will be z]ade on a
yearly basis.

46. In line with the Government objective of rationalizing expenditures, the
principle of cost effectiveness will be applied in the formulation of projects, thus
ensuring, among other things, that only essential inputs are provided.

47. As more competent counterparts are provided by the Government, the ultinate need
for long-term experts will be less. To the extent possible, short-term consultants
will replace resident experts as and when they can fulfill the pertinent tasks. The
use of national project co-ordinators and national project professionals (including
expatriates recruited locally) will be further encouraged and the newly established
Short-Term Advisory Services (STAS) system will be utilized, particularly when
dealing with the private sector. Other possibilities which remain to be further
explored include the utilization of United Nations volunteers.

48. Saudization and hurcan resources development are major objectives in the Fourth
Development Plan and therefore have received the highest priority in the allocation
of Government expenditure. The United Nations syste~ has extensive experience in
this particular field in the Kingdo~ and numerous Saudis have undergone training in
various specializations, both in local training institutions and on fello~yships
abroad. The United ~ations system will contribute more towards the development of
human resources during the forthcoming five-year period. In this respect, there will
be a shift fron ~lerely setting up training institutions to dZrectins training
prograr~es based on careful study of ~anpower requirements. All education, trainin~
and social development activities are covered under this section and the relevant
projects are sur~arized below.
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49. Since its inception in 1969, the Centre for Training and Applied Research in
Comn~unity Develop2;~,ent has provided multiple purpose training course.~ and undertaken
valuable research activities. It will have ne~ dimensions in the future and will
provide new training courses and more advisory services to user agencie~ in the
[D_’nAstrles of Labour and Social Affairs, Health, Education, [~unicipai and ~ural

po.r~ ~_clp~e inAffairs, as well as to other concerned :~inistries. It :<ill also ^ ~" " ^~ more
research related to the social conseouences of the development process. A two-year
extension of project activities in the fourth cyc!e has been acreed upon, durin~
which the project will undertake the tasks noted above and attain the goals not
realized in the previous phases. The extension will particularly emphasize the
Saudization process, including teachinq and research posts. Furthermore, the
[~inistry of Labour and Social Affairs rill reorganize the Centre and appoint a Board
to design the poiicfes so that they will meet satisfactorily the needs of the user
:~inistries. As a prir~Jary ste~ towards Saudlzation, the ~iinistry will appoint a
senior Saudi official to serve as project co-ordinator wh_~].e other experts will be
recruited jointly by the Government and the .,n~.ted La~_on.~ system. The estimated
cost of the extension phase in the fourth cycle will be in the ran,ze of A850,000.

50. Two main fields have been identified for the extension of this project, which
has h.if~h priority in the social sector. These are: (a) the development of 
conprehensive pro?;ra:mle in vocational rehabilitation for both men and ,~,omen; and (b)
the training activities ,~hich will be attached to the Co~:unity Development Training
Centre. A decision has not yet been taken on whether these activities Will be
undertaken by long-term experts or short-term consultants. The estimated cost is in
the r.an~e of ~;300,000.

51. The objective of this project, which is to last for four years into the fourth
cycle, is the development of Saudi agricultural manpower to facilitate the
Government’s takeover of the responsibilities of various specializations, including
supervisory and teachin< posts at the training centres. This will be achieved
throush consolidation of the existinc institutional set-up, with special reference to
the Trainin7 Department of the ~inistry of Agriculture and Water, considered to be
the focal point for drawinc up manpower plans as well as monitoring their
imolementation. The Training Department will be assisted by a network of training
centres to be developed in accordance with the requirements of the agricultural
sector. Project outputs will involve a developed national agricultural training
orogra~:r~e; trained manpower, as specified in the manpower survey for the coming 15
years; the establishment of a planning and follow-up unit for the continuous
development of training activities; well-staffed and equipped training centres; and
the establishment of new centres. The estimated cost of this project for the fourth
cycle will be in the range of @3 million.
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52. The project has already carried out various related activities for enhancen~ent
of the training functions of the Hinistry of Posts, Telephone and Telegraph (PTT),
including curricula and syllabi development and the preparation of training
materials. It has achieved almost 511 its objectives and the two Institutes in
Jeddah and Eiyadh are now operating at full strength. A three to four-year folio~-up
phase is required, mainly for the Saudization of the staff and to upgrade the
training courses. The new project is expected to emphasize the following goals:

(a) To develop careers for graduates of these institutes tbrough the
introduction of advanced and refresher courses enabling them to assume sen~or
technical posts. Special reference is made to the Saudi national assistant
instructors, who are being trained abroad and who should assume full responsibilities
as practical subject instructors. The project ~iil also train newly recruited Saudi
engineers to teach theoretical subjects;

(b) To follo~; up on the progress of graduates in their present posts and
accordingly update courses to suit the needs of different ministries and user
a~eneies;

(c) To monitor the iz~plementatien of courses introduced during Phase iiI of the
project under a full three-year study cycle;

(d) To revise and update cor.~prehensive manpo~:er training plans.

Project cost is estimated at ~5 mi!!~on.

53. This project, which requires the services of one expert, provides direct support
services to the Horle Eeono~ics Department of ~ing Faisal University. Assistance will
continue on a yearly basis, involvin~ an approx:].r~,ate cost of ~270,090.

L’ e~.,_~r_~.t DrODOSalS

54. The basic objectives of this project are to set up a syste:;~ of in-service
training catering to the specific needs of Saudi pre-school teachers and to improve
the efficiency of existing teachers, upf~rade their perfor~mnce and effectiveness and
direct them to the development needs of the pre-schoolers between the ages of three
and six. Project output wi]! focus mainly on a n~odel teacher-research centre,
training pre-schooi teachers (employed by the i iinistries of Education, Labour and
Social Affairs and the Girls’ Education Adr,~’.nistration); pro-school kinder~arten
curriculum; training n~odel and L, uidelines for curricula; and details of a four-year
university degree in early childhood education. The cost at the initial stase of the
project is estimated at about ~500,000.

.e.
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55. Th~.s project wil] include the following major" components: (a) the review,
consolidation and rationalization of functional units within the Office of the Deputy
l~inister for Labour; (b) the training of staff at various levels at the Ministry 
Labour and at labour offices in a number of specializations to enhance their
effectiveness; and (c) the introduction of a system of employment counselling in all
labour offices, including the development of a counselling programme, its testing and
finalization in selected labour offices, and the training of Saudi officials in
counselling techniques with a view to improving the ~atching of national candidates
with available Jobs.

.Anaivsis_~nd Infor~k~tion Serv~.C_~g

56. The project will provide assistance and training to Saudi officials in the
following major activities: (a) the collection and analysis of labour statistics and
the establishment of a labour data bank; (b) strengthening computerized delivery
systems based on labour-related surveys, their analysis and processing; (c) the
measurement of productivity in Saudi enterprises; (d) the study of manpo~ler and
labour mobility; (e) the introduction of a labour and employment market information
system, including labour market signalling; and (f) developing detailed occupational
descriptions and preparing a manual of occupations.

Stren~_tbe__n~_n~k92 ~o-oD_era~ion

57. This project will include the following components: (a) an in-depth review 
existing rurai/~gricultural co-operatives and advice to the Government on their
organization and management with a view to diversifying productive activities;
(b) assistance in establishing industrial and production co-operatives,’partieularly
those of Saudi small entrepreneurs, including the study of their production,
marketing and management aspects; (c) a review of co-operative banking and credit
systems, including a feasibility study for the establishment of a co-operative bank
for the non-agricultural sector,; and (d) the training of co-operative officials,
office-bearers and members of co-operative societies in various specializations,
particularly management, marketing, accounting and financial procedures.

hgo_digns£_t s__ P~_o~.~

58. The project will assist in the development of income-generating activities
through the production of handicrafts based on indigenous raw material. It will
include the fol].owing components: (a) carpet-making; (b) pottery and ceramics;
(c) palm-tree-based handicrafts; and (d) embroidery. Activities will be dispersed
among selected areas and will use, to the extent possible, local expertise with
intermediate technology and systematic training methods as required.

~patio~al Safe~ ir[ ~[~

59. This project aims at strengthening the capabilities of the Occupational Safety
and Health Department in the organization and training of staff, including factory
inspectors, the establishment of three laboratories, the selection and installation
of equipment and the training of laboratory staff.
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60. Regarding linkages with the UNDP regional and interreglonal IPF-financed
projects, the objectives of the recent capacity assessment mission for UNDP-asslsted
technical vocational projects in the Arabian Peninsula were to review existing
training institutions in the area and propose possible projects to be financed under
the reglonal IPF for~t~*~urth cycle. This welcome development will ensure complete

co-ordination between national and regional projects. During its visit to Saudi
Arabia, the mission was able to identify several institutions for regional activities
and a number of UNDP-assisted institutions are already training nationals of the Gulf
States as well as trainees from other Arab countries.

61. Linkages under this objective are maintained in various fields of activities.
For example, information on water and sanitation is being exchanged between UNDP, WHO
and the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF). In this respect, it is worth
stating that Saudi Arabia has already surpassed the objectives of the water and
sanitation decade. The Community Development Training Centre, too, is training
health assistants and both the Ministry of Health and WHO are involved in the design
of the training programmes. Co-operation also exists between this Centre and the
Integrated Rural Development Project at the Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs,
as well as with other ministries engaged in human resources development.

Programmed reserve

62. A reserve of $700,000 has been allocated from the IPF to finance project ideas
which are yet to be formulated under this component.

Enhancement of Dlannln~ and management oanacltv of Government institutions

63. Thisobjective absorbs the biggest portion of the United Nations technical
co-operatlon programme in the Kingdom. It concerns several Government departments
whose projects are directed, through institutional building and advisory services, at
enlarging the Government’s planning, technical and managerial capacity. The programme
under this categoryranges from providing advice in general, sectoral and regional
planning to preparing terms of reference and specifications for consultancy services
directly engaged by the Government, as well as assisting in the preparation of
guidelines and manuals in various fields.

On~oin~ Dro~ects

SAU/Tq/O04~ Roads Network Develonment and Maintenance

64. This project has been satisfactorily providing technical advisory services to
the Ministry of Communications in the form of monitoring consultants’ activities and
providing assistance in the preparation of manuals covering various aspects of roads
and bridges. ~n view of the project contribution and the emphasis placed on
maintenance aspects in the Government Development Plan, the Government has firmly
indicated its interest in having the project continue at more or less its present
size into the fourth cycle, with allocations to be made on a yearly basis. Estimated
cost will be in the range of $6 million.

...
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65. This project will have an input of four experts, plus consultancies, in
management and advisory services for trainin~ and r:lanpower development, as :,tell as
providing support to a sizeable FiT/international Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
prosra~m~e. This prograr~e mainly covers assistance in the preparation of engineering
requests for 25 doz:iestic airports planned for the period 1985/1989; the monitoring
and supervision of maintenance contracts; the n]anagement of air traffic services;
civil aviation safety and fire and rescue operations. The U~rDP-assisted project wf..]l
continue for five years into the fourth pro?;rar~n,inc cycle at an estimated cost of
:~3.2 million.

56. This project aims at strengthening the ~ational Forecasting Centre, the national
observation system and the national data base. Though mainly providing direct
support services, it has a training conlponent and a system for identifying research
activities in the various areas of meteorological application. This project is
cont.nulno from the third cycle and the level of assistance is estimated at ~250,000,
~’ith extension of activities being made on a yearly basis.

57. Under this project, direct support services are provided to the Hinistry of
Planning in co-ordination with other technical co-operation progra~es in the
I~inistry. It has been assigned the task of preparing an annual follo~-up report
covering macro- and ;~icro-aspects of the economy. The level of assistance is in the
range of ~380,000, with a budget in local currency for ti~e recruitment of
professional and administrative staff.

Info~Lation

68. Direct support services are provided by this Droject to the Hinistry of
Inforr,~ation. These include the preparation of technical reports on satellite
broadcasting, and advice on various aspects of the execution, installation and-
perforn~ance of radio transn~Jtters, as well as on space frequency management and
interference probler~s. The project is expected to continue into the fourth
prosra~nuing cycle at an estimated cost of 6330,000.

69. The main objectives of this project are to enhance the capacity of the ~inistry
of Hunicipal and Hural Affairs to develop a planning framework, policies and
priorities for the spatial development of urban, rural and bedouin areas. The
project will continue the ~rk of SAU/80/013 in preparing and monitoring
co~prehensive regional plans, and in surveying, mapping and broadening national
capabilities. The estimated cost for three years is in the range of ~11 million, to
be financed under government cost-sharing.

.o.
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SAUZ_8].Z00__5_~_~nt egr~%ed ~ura!. pgveloDmen__~t

70. A hiatus took place between the preparation of the document for this project and
the co~encement of its implementation, as well as between the adoption of the
regulations of village development by the Council of Hinisters and the formation of
the general and local committees which are the main organs for the ir~ple~entation of
integrated rural development in the Kingdom. Based on careful analysis of new
Government policies and the changing situation, the project document has been amended
with renewed emphasis on strengthening the capabilities of the Office of the Deputy
I.~inister of Rural Affairs and promoting the concept of integrated services in the
pilot areas. Selection was made from areas having village clusters as well as areas
without village clusters. Stress was also placed on the establishment of policy
guidelines and the strengthening of the regional and local development co~,littees.
The estimated total allocation for this project up to 1988 is in the range of
$2 million.

S_A_U 8/_~006, Centre for Sta is~~ Data an_d Ed_~ional D ocuq~_~n_ta_~

71. Project achievements deal with the efficient organization, collection and
compilation of educational statistics and the dissemination of information through
regular publications, statistical reports and studies. Educational documentation and
library services have been established and important historical educational
development studies in the Kingdom have been produced, all of which proved useful to
educators. Data processing services have been organized for processing school data
and producing tables for statistical reports. Continuation of the project is
strongly justified, especia].ly in view of the emphasis on the quality aspect of
education, which Will involve wider technical co-operation activities. The project
has already assisted in the preparation of a study on the internal efficiency of
education in the Kingdom. Project activities are now geared more to the requirements
of planners and administrators in the educational sector. The estimated allocation
for~this project is approximately ~400,000 and furthe~ assistance needed will be
determined in the course of the fourth cycle.

72. The performance and activities of this project in the field of planning are
cor~mendable. Several project proposals emanated from the previous phase, including
the study on junior colleges and the University Information Centre, which can be
undertaken as separate projects during the coming five years. The oroject
established a foundation for the production of educational statistics on a regular
basis and has been engaged in assessing the needs for critical specializations wit!]
particular reference to university teaching staff. The estimated coot in the fourth

cycle is about $350,000, but a further review of oroject activities will be
undertaken to ascertain its continuation beyond 1987. }~ain project activities for
the fourth cycle are: (a) master plan for higher education; (b) research on h~.~ne.
education; (c) co-ordinated University information System; (d) Central I’~ationa!
Library; (e) planning the deveiop~ent of universities; and (f) traininT in p!annin~
and management.

..B
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SAU/84/0~I. Advisory Services to the Computer Pro~ect.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

73. This project is continuing from the third cycle, with one expert assisting in
the operation of the Ministry’s computer as well as in the establishment of a data
base. The estimated cost is approximately $270,000.

New Dro~ect DrODOSalS

Assi@tance in ~eneral and economic vlannin~

74. Under this project, technical advice will be extended to the Ministry of
Planning in areas such as general economic planning, regional planning, water
resources and manpower planning. The estimated cost for this project is
$1.5 million.

Linkages

75. Most of the co-ordination of technical assistance under this objective is
maintained by the Government. There is a large-scale UNDP-assisted project in the
~Linistry of Communications, which is co-ordinated with three other bilateral
programmes as well as with World Bank activities.

76. The biggest FIT project executed by ICAO at the Presidency of Civil Aviation is
provided with management services by a UNDP-assisted project in addition to various
types of logistic support. It is worth noting that the Civil Aviation/FIT project
in the third country programme cycle was carried out at a cost of approximately
$90 million and entailed the services of between 120 to 180 experts. With the
progressive takeover by counterparts, as a result of the Government’s extensive
training programme, the volume of expatriate experts in the fourth country programme
will be gradually reduced. There is also a large meteorological programme carried
out by the National Meteorological and Environmental Department. This programme is
implemented under bilateral agreements and is co-ordinated with the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO)-assisted project.

77. In the field of regional planning, the experience of the Kingdom is now being
transferred to other Gulf countries as well as to other Arab and developing
countries. This is considered a good example for technical co-operation among
developing countries (TCDC).

Programmed reserve

78. Approximately $500,000 has been reserved to cover projects under this category
for introducing new activities.

OrieDtation towards hi~h-orioritv production areas

79. One of the Kingdom’s major objectives in the Fourth Five-Year Development Plan
is to reduce dependence on the oil sector by further diversifying the economy through
the expansion of the non-oil sector and, in particular, the development of natural
resources, agriculture, industry and the financial and business services sectors.

..o
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An iraportant policy objective is the eor~itnent of the Government to the market
econo~uy and the growing role to be played by private enterprises. The Government has
stipulated that at least 30 per cent of the value of Government contracts with
forei~n companies should be sub-contracted to Saudi firms. The U:,DP technical
co-operation pro,gran~le will continue to respond to the structural changes evolvin<c in
the economy during the fourth cycle.

~~_o ,~e_r_vigLes to the ",linistry of

80. This project is providing direct support to the ~inistry of Industry and
Electricity in the form of advisory services in setting up and implementing
industrial policies and strategies covering the fields of industrial economics,
n]echanical and chemical engineering and industrial inforr~ation. The project assisted
in the preparation of feasibility studies as well as ~n supervisory work in technical
workshops in industrial estates. It will also assist in the preparation of an
industrial survey, as well as in the establishment of an industrial data bank (a
project which is included in the Fourth Development Plan). The provision of
consultants in chemical engineering under the project has helped in identifying
possible areas for technical co-operation in the petrochemical, downstream and
plastics industries. The project is also providing training to national staff in
aspects such as project preparation, evaluation and appraisal of feasibility studies
and other technical areas. There is a strong justification for the continuation of
project activities in the fourth cycle, especially in the light of the growth of the
industrial sector in the Kingdom. The budgetary allocations required for project
activities amount to approximately 6920,000, to be financed mainly through government
cost-sharing.

ExDor t__arm~o~

81. With the increase in the productive capacity of Saudi Arabia, there is a
necessity to open new ~arkets abroad, for both agricultural and industrial products.
This is a high priority area in the Fourth Five-Year Development Plan, responsibility
for which has been entrusted mainly to the private sector. Subsequent to the YTC
reco~aendations, the Government intends to establish an export promotion council to
be sponsored by the Chambers of Cor~eree and Industry. Within this fra~le~rk, and as
a preliminary step, export promotion progranmles can be developed in the production
sectors. A prograr~le for the promotion of industrial exports will require both
market studies and product adaptation to international markets.

.~@ory sery22999_to the Genera_~Electrici~y. Co__r~o_~

82. The General Electricity Corporation requested expert services for adninlstrativc
organization and application of an advanced con~puterized system. This has a hi,h-
priority rating in the light of the rapid expansion of the electric power capacity
and Government emphasis on efficiency. The main Government agencies concerned are
the Ninistry of Industry and Electricity and ten independent electricity companies.
The General Electricity Corporation operates in the north outside the districts of
the companies. Total cost of this project is estimated at ~700,000.

...
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83. in line with the new United ~ations policy, the private sector will receive
assistance in the form of technical advisory services and direct support through
provision of expertise, training and equipment. This assistance will include
projects listed below:

84. This is a private holding company entrusted with the pro~otion of industries
within the private sector. The estimated cost of the initial stage of this project
is in the range of 5500,000, to be arranged by the Conpany.

Assistanc_e~ theSau~d~E~u_l~ti Cement__C~

85. Assistance to this private sector company includes plant management, inventory
control/material supply, n~aintenance, electrical engineering and training. Training
courses will include the training of nationals who have completed vocational
education in operation and maintenance and refresher courses for high-level staff in
n!anase~ent. The United ~ations syste~ will also assist in the procurement of
consumable materials, spare parts and capital equiDment items. The preliminary
estimated project cost is in the range of ~650,000, to be arranged by the Company.

Additional technica~eo-oDer~tion areas

86. Other project ideas concentrate mainly on natural resources development. The
United Nations system has lengthy and successful experience in mineral exploration
through direct execution and sub-contracting and is capable of providing valuable
assistance to the Government in the preparation of a national ~ater plan, as well as
in strengthening the institutional arrangen~ents, including the setting up of a ~yater
data bank.

87. Since most a~ricultural activities are financed under FIT arrangements, the only
project in this field included in the U~.DP fourth country prograr~z~e is Agricultural
Manpower Develop~ent, listed in paragraph 51.

88. There are eight FZT projects, most important of which is that for strengthening
the capacity of the ;iinistry of Agriculture and ~[ater. Assistance is provided in
important fields such as irrigation, horticulture, soil fertility, animal virology,
range management, hydrogeo!ogy, ani~ml production, agricultural economics,
date-handling, forestry, dairy production, waste water treatment, crop production,
plant protection, bee-keeplng, marine sciences, protected cultivation, micro-biology
and mass media. Other FIT projects cover veterinary and animal production,
horticultural research, range and ani~m! developnent research, fish farming, genetic
conservation of the Arabian horse, agricultural development in Wadi Jizan and soil
survey and land classification. The number of experts engaged in the FAO/FZT
progra~:~e is about 110.

fB~ ¯
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89. The total cost of the FIT agricultural programme during the third cycle was in
the range of $105 million and the estimated magnitude for the fourth cycle will be in
the range of 80 per cent of this figure. Co-ordination with this programme is
emphasized in view of its linkages with other leading sectors such as human
resources, natural resources and industry.

Pro@irammed reserve

90. An amount of $600,000 has been allocated to this category of projects, mainly to
initiate new activities.

Deveig~_~e_D_t. of scientific research capabilities

91. Saudi Arabia has been using the latest technologies during recent years and this
has necessitated the development of national capabilities. The effective application
of science and technology is crucial to some Government agencies and private
companies with special reference to the Saudi Arabian Basic Industries Corporation
(SABIC), the Saudi Arabian Standards Organization (SASO) and the Saline ~later
Conservation Corporation (SWCC). Scientific research is also carried out in most
universities. The King Abdul Aziz City for Science and Technology (KACST)
co-ordinates all types of research for development of scientific research in the
Kingdom. It provides assistance to universities and industrial and agricultural
establishments carrying out applied and basic research. KACST expects to have its
o~m buildings and laboratories for which certain priority areas of work have already
been identified, namely: petrochemicals and arid land and water resources. The
Fourth Five-Year Development Plan contemplates a national action plan as well as the
preparation of feasibility studies for scientific projects.

~AU/80/]I08, T~chnigal Advisory Service__s~o SASO

92. To date, this project has been confined to one expert, who provides overall
advisory services to SASO on various aspects, including planning, legislation and
equipment specifications. The planning stage has been completed and implementation
activities are about to commence. In accordance with an outline prepared for the
establis~lent of a national metrology and calibration centre, laboratories with high
precision and calibration equipment are to be set up and primary standards are to be
established. These items would not cover testing equipment but metrolocy laboratory
equipment related to quality control or standardization activities. A maintenance
period of three years will also be needed. An estimated amount of $I million for
equip~lent and expert services will be required.

93. Although well-defined project proposals are not available, the United Hations
system will be able to meet the requirements of the Fourth Five-Year Plan through
recommending to KACST how best to establish, equip and operate laboratories as well
as through assisting in the training of staff.

foe.
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94. The United ~lations system will also be able to provide assistance for the
establishment of a scientific action plan.

95. Other project proposals are for training in pollution and environmental
protection, remote sensing and nuclear energy.

96. There is a need to establish linkag~e between research and industry. The
downstream petrochemical industry has been identified as a high priority area to be
supplemented by the upstrea~ activities at KACST. In other areas such as the arid
zone research, links with the agricultural sector are taken into account.
Co-ordination between KACST activities and the FAO-assisted projects will produce
effective results and will improve agricultural productivity.

Fro~ra~ed reserve

97. A prograr~med reserve has been set at $I00,000.

C. Uz[oroe~rar,~!ed reserve

98. An amount of $325,000 has been reserved for future activities which constitutes
about 8.4 per cent of the total !PF for the fourth cycle.

.. Q
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Annex

FINANCIAL SU~,IARY

ACTUAL RESOURCES TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT FOR PROGRZ.IMING

A. UNDP-administered sources $

Third cycle IPF balance
Fourth cycle IPF 4 400 000
Subtotal IPF
Special Heasures Fund for Least

Developed Countries
Special programme resources
Government cost-sharing 37 406 O00g/
Third-party cost-sharing
Operational funds under the authority

of the Administrator
UNDP special trust funds
Subtotal, U~DP non-IPF funds

B. Other sources

Funds from other United Nations
agencies or organizations firmly
committed as a result of the
country prograz~e exercise

Parallel financing from non-United
Nations sources

Subtotal, other sources

TOTAL ACTUAL RESOURCES TAKEN INTO
ACCOUNT FOR PROGRZ-IMING

II. USE OF RESOURCES

Ongoing projects
New project proposals
Progrars~ed reserve
Subtotal, programmed resources
Unprogrammed reserve

TOTAL USE OF RESOURCES

35 731 000
3 850 000
1 900 000

4 400 000

37 406 000

41 8Q6 ooo

41 481 000
325 000

g/ This amount includes 34 per cent of potential resources.

~/ The total anticipated from Funds-in-Trust progran~e executed
mainly by ICAO and FAO in Saudi Arabia for the fourth cycle is in the
range of $156 nillion.




